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Agenda
§ What is truck platooning?
§ Regulatory environment and previous/ongoing 
demonstrations
§ Current FHWA platooning project
§ Working with the host fleet
§ Working with an OEM and Tier 1 supplier
§ Proposed platooning system details
§ Key functions, human-machine interface, performance measures
§ Considerations for multi-state deployments






High-pressure zone in front of trailing 
vehicle influences lead vehicle
(pushes on the front vehicle)
Low-speed air-wake of lead vehicle 
influences trailing vehicle
(lower airspeed = lower drag)
Distance between trucks can vary
between 4 to 87 meters
Truck Platooning Concept
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Without Platooning 
Large gaps are needed to ensure the following driver has enough time to react. 
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With Platooning 
Automatic control means shorter gaps are possible without compromising safety. 
Potential benefits:
§ Reduces fuel § Improves § Reduces highway 
consumption and emissions traffic flow congestion
Demonstrations in Europe
§ Safe Road Trains for the Environment (SARTRE)
§ Connected Corridor for Driving Automation 
(CONCORDA)




FHWA Truck Platooning Broad Agency 
Announcement
§ Operational Concept and Test Plan to support 2-truck 
platoons in a multi-state corridor
§ Revenue service – real drivers, real freight, real 
customers
§ Operating on the Interstate system only
§ Partners- Ohio and Indiana DOTs
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190 miles from Columbus to Indianapolis 
Who are the Stakeholders?
§ Host fleet § Logistics customers
§ Operations staff § Traveling public
and dispatchers § Tier 1 supplier





Working with the Host Fleet
Business needs
§ Integrate platoon-capable tractors into host fleet operations
§ They control the routes and frequency of truck platooning
§ Fleet is responsible for drivers, registration/insurance, pre-
trip inspection
Measure impacts
§ Fuel economy, reliability, warehouse and driver operations e.g. 
labor
§ What measures are acceptable? What data are releasable?
Equipment 
§ Lease between the host fleet and an OEM
Driver training and system testing 
§ Controlled environment pre-deployment
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Working with the OEM/Tier 1
Bosch provides:
§ Systems engineering & risk assessment- Road Release
§ Truck platooning technology
§ Radar-based collision avoidance, V2V communications, video, 
platoon control logic
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Working with the OEM/Tier 1
Bosch Road-Ready Testing
§ Test and install platooning components pre-delivery
§ Deliver platoon-capable tractors to the host fleet
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1 Platoon string indicating truck’s 
position in the platoon (blue)
2 Button for driver input; 
“Activate platoon,” “Leave.” 
May include separate buttons 
to document reason for leaving
3 Area for platoon mode, V2X 
information, future functions, 
etc.










• Safety critical events, hard brake events
• Driver and fleet impressions of safety impacts
Platoon Management
• Number of disengagements per trip and reasons (e.g. cut-ins)
• Driving profile between platoon activation and engagement
Fuel Usage
• Fuel use during platooning vs. regular operations
• Platoon leader vs. follower fuel use
Platoon Performance
• Follow distance during platooning vs. regular operation
• Perception of platoon performance vs. ACC vs. regular 
operation
Reliability
• Ratio of received vs. sent platoon messages
• Platoon system downtime or unavailability
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Host Fleet Testing Considerations
Operational 
Decisions Driver Training
Equipment 
Requirements
Routine 
Maintenance Insurance
Load 
Characteristics
Platoon 
Planning
Platoon 
Formation
Platoon 
Dissolution
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